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Recently, online user-generated data has been used as an ef-
ficient resource for customer analysis. In the product design
area, various methods for analyzing customer preference
for product features have been suggested. However, most
of them focused on feature categories rather than product
components which are crucial in practical applications. To
address that limitation, this paper proposes a new method-
ology for extracting sub-features from online data. First,
the method detects phrases in the data and filtered them
using product manual documents. The filtered phrases are
embedded into vectors, and then they are divided into sev-
eral groups by two clustering methods. The resulting clus-
ters are labeled by analyzing items in each cluster. Finally,
cue phrases for sub-features are obtained by selecting clus-
ters with labels representing product features. The proposed
methodology was tested on smartphone review data. The re-
sult provides feature clusters containing sub-feature phrases
with high accuracy. The obtained cue phrases will be used
in analyzing customer preferences for sub-features and this
can help product designers determine the optimal component
configuration in embodiment design.
Keywords: data mining, feature extraction, online data

1 Introduction
In the manufacturing industry, product launch consists

of several tasks, including product design, marketing plan-
ning, product development, quality examination, assembly,
and production [1]. It is a cyclic process due to engineering
changes such as physical forms, materials, and functions [2].
These changes result in additional costs in product launch,
so companies make great efforts to establish the initial prod-
uct design as accurately as possible. They collect various
types of data such as market trends, technology trends, and
customer opinions and draw implications for product de-
sign. Regarding customer opinions, the conventional data
sources are customer surveys, group interviews, and expert
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interviews. However, these methods have a limitation in that
they require much time and cost. Also, the answers may be
biased by the incorrectly designed questionnaires. As an al-
ternative, online user-generated data has been drawing atten-
tion. With the development of various online channels and
communication devices, online customer opinions on prod-
ucts have increased exponentially. This data is mainly gen-
erated in open media such as social networking services and
online shopping websites, so the data is always accessible.
This makes collecting customer opinions faster and easier
than traditional methods.

Various studies have been conducted on online customer
data analysis. Some of them focused on numeric parts of the
data including the number of reviews and ratings [3, 4, 5].
Others focused on textual data analysis using Natural Lan-
guage Processing (NLP) techniques such as association min-
ing [6], Term Frequency and Inverse Document Frequency
(TF-IDF) [7,8], Latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) [9,10,11],
and Word2vec [12]. This paper focuses on textual data anal-
ysis for extracting customer opinions on product features.
Most research in this area started with extracting product fea-
tures from online data. Various methods for feature extrac-
tion were suggested [13, 14, 15], using different NLP tech-
niques. However, they have limitations in terms of practi-
cal application because they extract feature categories rather
than specific sub-features.

In the industrial field, product development requires em-
bodiment design, which can be defined as the physical form
such as product architecture, modeling of parts, and final
product dimensions [16]. Since a product is manufactured
by configuring multiple components, a general feature con-
sists of several sub-features. For example, in smartphones,
the camera feature includes two parts - rear and front camera
modules. Also, a part is described by its features. Specif-
ically, screen components have different sizes, resolutions,
and types. In this paper, the term ‘sub-feature’ means both
the part and part features. These sub-features are crucial fac-
tors in the embodiment design. But most studies extract main
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2 LITERATURE REVIEW 2

features and analyze them instead of sub-features.
This research aims to address the above limitation and

provide a solution for embodiment design. The proposed
methodology is an extension of the previous work by Suryadi
& Kim [15]. They presented a method for extracting feature
terms from online data sing a word2vec model [12]. In their
method, words in the review data are embedded into a vector
space and then these word vectors are grouped into different
clusters. By filtering cluster center words with product man-
uals, it identifies a set of product feature clusters. Although
this method provides an automated way of identifying and
grouping feature words, it has some limitations. First, the
method considers nouns only, making it hard for sub-features
to be detected. For example, the method can detect ‘cam-
era’ but it can hardly detect the subdivided features of ‘cam-
era’ such as ‘rear camera’ and ‘front camera’. Second, the
review data itself contains many noise words. As a result,
a large portion of data points in the vector space is noise.
The original paper also pointed out that not all nouns are
equally significant. To reflect the importance of each noun,
the methodology put a weight on each data point according to
its TF-IDF. However, it did not solve the inefficient cluster-
ing caused by noise. Moreover, the methodology reassigns
nouns in non-feature clusters into feature clusters. In some
ways, this process is the reverse of clustering and it lowers
the accuracy of the items in feature clusters. This paper ad-
dresses the above-mentioned limitations with a new method-
ology based on phrase embedding and clustering. It expands
the range of extracted features by considering phrase vectors
instead of noun vectors. Also, the proposed methodology
applies new clustering methods which are more effective in
synonym extraction than K-means clustering.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In sec-
tion 2, relevant literature will be introduced. In section 3,
the detailed process of the proposed methodology will be ex-
plained. Section 4 will show the results of the new method
conducted on online review data. In Section 5, the simulation
result will be evaluated. The improvements will be demon-
strated by comparing the result of the new and the previous
methodology for the same data. Finally, in section 6, findings
will be summarized, and future works will be discussed.

2 Literature Review
2.1 Word2vec

The word2vec model introduced by Mikolov et al. [12]
[17] is one of the well-known Natural Language Process-
ing (NLP) models. It provides distributed representations of
words learned by neural networks. As shown in Fig. 1a, the
model has two kinds of architectures, a Continuous Bag-of-
Word (CBOW) and a skip-gram. In a CBOW model, the
target output is a certain word in a sentence and the input
data is the words surrounding that target word. The model
is trained to learn word vector representations that are good
at predicting this target word. A skip-gram model uses the
opposite architecture.

The detailed training process is explained by Rong [18].
Fig. 1b shows a simple CBOW model with one input word

(a) Architectures [17]

(b) Training [18]

Fig. 1: Word2Vec Model

and one output word. The input layer is a V -dimensional
one-hot encoded vector where only one element has a value
1 and all others are 0. The hidden layer is an N -dimensional
vector. The weights between these two layers can be rep-
resented by a matrix WV×N . Since the input is a one-hot
encoded vector, the hidden layer works as a projection layer.
To be specific, the input for kthword is the vector where xk

is 1, and the rests are 0. Then, WTX results in kth row of
W , which is essentially copying the kth row of W to the hid-
den layer h. From the hidden layer to the output layer, there
is another weight matrix W ′N×V . The vector U = W ′Th is
the input vector for the output layer. Let uj = v′

T
wj

h where
v′wj

is the jth column of W ′. Then uj is the input value for
the jth unit in the output layer. Unlike the hidden layer, the
output layer units have an activation function. Here, softmax
is used.

∂E

∂w′ij
=

∂E

∂uj
· ∂uj

∂w′ij
= ej · hi

∂E

∂wki
=

∂E

∂hi
· ∂hi

∂wki
= (

V∑
j=1

∂E

∂uj
· ∂uj

∂hi
) · xk

(1)

The next step is the back-propagation process. In this step,
the weight matrices W and W ′ are updated to minimize the
loss function E of the network. The update equations in
Eq. 1 are derived using the chain rule of derivatives and the
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2 LITERATURE REVIEW 3

(a) Gaussian Data

(b) Shaped Data

Fig. 2: K-means vs. Spectral Clustering

stochastic gradient descent. For the weights between hidden
and output layers, we take the derivative of E with respect
to w′ij . For the weights between input and hidden layers,
we first take the derivative of E with respect to hi, and then
compute the update equation for wki. The training iterates
until E meets a certain criterion.

2.2 Clustering
Clustering is a method for grouping objects according

to measured or perceived intrinsic characteristics of similar-
ity [19]. Traditional clustering can be divided into many
categories [20]. In this paper, clustering algorithms based
on a partition, graph theory, and density will be discussed.
Partition-based clustering regards the center of data points
as the center of a corresponding cluster. A representative
method is K-means clustering [21] based on Lloyd’s algo-
rithm [22]. The objective of the algorithm is to minimize
the cost which is defined as the sum of squared distances
between data points and their cluster centers. K-means clus-
tering works well on the dataset with mixed Gaussian distri-
bution. Clustering methods based on graph theory regard the
total dataset as a graph. Each data point is a node and the re-
lationship among data points defines edges. Spectral cluster-
ing [23] [24] is one of the typical algorithms in graph theory-
based clustering. In spectral clustering, the pairwise similar-
ity of data points is measured and a proper matrix is derived
from this measured similarity. Then, eigenvalues and eigen-
vectors of this matrix are used to divide data points. Spectral
clustering performs well in shaped data. Fig. 2 shows the
results of K-means and spectral clustering for the different
types of data. For a simple mixture of Gaussian shown in
Fig. 2a, both techniques work well. However, for the shaped
data in Fig. 2b, spectral clustering distinguishes four differ-
ent shapes in the data while K-means clustering does not.
Density-based clustering is a relatively recently proposed
clustering method. One of the state-of-the-art techniques is

HDBSCAN (Hierarchical Density-Based Spatial Clustering
of Applications with Noise) [25]. It builds a minimum span-
ning tree (MST) based on the mutual reachability distance
among data points. Then, a cluster hierarchy is created by
merging edges in the MST. This cluster tree is condensed so
that each cluster is larger than the minimum cluster size. The
algorithm performs well for the data with different densities.

2.3 Feature Extraction from Online Data
In data-driven design, various approaches for feature ex-

traction have been suggested. Joung & Kim [13] adopt LDA
to extract feature words from online data. They analyze
topics in customer reviews using LDA, and it returns sets
of a topic and relevant words. The authors select feature-
related topics and extract words belonging these topics. Tu-
arob & Tucker [14] utilizes a bootstrapping algorithm to de-
tect feature-related terms in Twitter mentions. They initially
present a set of ground-truth features. Then, the algorithm
repeatedly learns phrase templates surrounding the seed fea-
tures. It detects similar sentence patterns and identifies fea-
ture words with noun POS tagging. Zhang et al. [26] extract
feature synonyms from Amazon reviews using Word2vec.
They prepare seed words for features and calculate the se-
mantical distances between seed words and other words
based on cosine similarity. The higher cosine value means a
closer semantic relationship. The authors sort the similarity
scores and select the list of words closest to the seed word.

Suryadi & Kim [15] propose a methodology using
Word2vec and clustering, on which this study is based. First,
laptop reviews are collected from Amazon.com, and then re-
view sentences are cleaned and analyzed by an NLP toolkit
in PYTHON. The output contains several pieces of infor-
mation for words in a review sentence. They are lemma-
tized word formats, Part of Speech(POS) tags, and a depen-
dency tree that represents the relationship among words in
the sentence. Next, lemmatized words are trained by the
word2vec model and embedded into the vector distribution.
Suryadi & Kim assume that feature words would be gener-
ally nouns, so they filter word vectors with noun POS tags
only. These filtered noun vectors are grouped by X-means
clustering [27], an extended K-means that automatically de-
termines the number of clusters based on BIC scores. It is
assumed that relevant words are located closer than irrele-
vant words. Therefore, clustering would bring similar words
into the same group. After clustering, the word closest to the
cluster center becomes the center word. Among these cen-
ter words, feature words are chosen by using product man-
ual documents. The center words with the frequency above
a certain threshold are selected as feature words, and clus-
ters to which feature words belong become feature clusters.
Finally, clustering is finalized by assigning words in non-
feature clusters to the closest feature cluster.

These studies identify feature categories mentioned in
online data. However, they cannot extract sub-features which
are crucial in embodiment design. The new methodology
presented in the following section addresses this limitation.
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3 METHODOLOGY 4

Fig. 3: Flowchart of The Proposed Methodology

3 Methodology
Fig. 3 shows the overall process of the proposed method-

ology which consists of four stages. In the first stage, online
data is collected, cleaned, and lemmatized. In the phrase em-
bedding stage, lemmatized words from the previous stage are
vectorized by Word2Vec. Then, phrases are extracted from
the data and embedded into a vector space using word vec-
tors and product manuals. In the next stage, the phrase vec-
tors are clustered into several groups. In the last stage, each
cluster is labeled by the Term-Frequency (TF) analysis, and
cue phrases for product features are extracted.

3.1 Data Preprocessing
In this stage, two types of data are collected: (i) online

user-generated data (e.g., online reviews); (ii) product man-
ual documents distributed by manufacturers. The former is
for feature extraction and the latter is used in phrase embed-
ding. The collected datasets are free-format text contents, so
they are cleaned to improve the performance of word embed-
ding. In this research, non-letters including special charac-
ters and punctuation marks are removed from the data. Also,
all uppercase letters are converted to lowercase. Stopwords
and non-English words are not removed because it degrades
the result of phrase extraction to be performed in the next
stage. Moreover, removing non-English words will exclude
feature-related words such as ‘GB’ (unit for memory size)
and ‘mAh’ (unit for battery capacity). After the cleaning
process, the review sentences are analyzed by an NLP toolkit
that provides linguistic characteristics of each word. Among
various characteristics, the lemmatized form and POS tag-
ging are used in this study.

3.2 Phrase Embedding
This stage consists of three steps: (i) word embedding;

(ii) phrase extraction; (iii) phrase embedding.
First, in the word embedding step, all words from the on-

line data are embedded into vectors using Word2Vec [12]. In
the previous study [15], noun-vectors are filtered by check-
ing the POS tag of each word. In this study, the filtering
process is removed because sub-features can be represented
by non-noun phrases. For example, a customer may express
screen size by ‘large screen’ or ‘small screen’.

Next, phrases are extracted from the online data by the
NLP toolkit. Since this study aims to extract cue phrases for
product features, feature-irrelevant phrases such as ‘birthday
present’ and ‘school work’ are considered as noise. These
phrases can be removed by using product manual documents.
The previous methodology [15] used a one-sample T-test to
filter out cluster center words in the final stage. This study
removes noise words in advance so that the performance of
clustering can be improved. To increase the diversity of ex-
tracted features, word frequency is used as the criterion for
noise filtering instead of T-test. If any word in a phrase does
not appear in the product documents, then the phrase is as-
sumed to be irrelevant to the target product and removed.
There are other types of noise phrases. Brand names and
product categories are included in the product manuals but
they are not related to product features. Therefore, by des-
ignating certain words as noise, phrases such as ‘Samsung
phone’ and ‘Apple smartphone’ can be filtered out.

Finally, the selected phrases are embedded into a vector
space based on Eq. 2 where ~Wi is the vector representation
of word i.

Phrase = a1 ~W1 + a2 ~W2

a1 =
F (W1)

F (W1) + F (W2)
a2 =

F (W2)

F (W1) + F (W2)

(2)

The weight ai represents the importance of each word in
terms of product features. It is calculated by the ratio of
word frequencies in the product manual documents. The as-
sumption here is that when a phrase is composed of multiple
words, the word with the higher frequency in product man-
uals is more likely to be a product feature than those with
lower frequencies. This assumption is tested and verified by
analyzing product manual documents. The analysis result is
shown in Fig. 4 and the details will be explained in Section 4.
This approach can be applied to phrases with more than two
words. Since the phrase has a hierarchy with the main fea-
ture, sub-feature, and sub-sub-features, the weighted sum of
word vectors will be closer to the vector of the main feature.
In this study, for the simplicity of phrase embedding, only
phrases consisting of two words are selected and used.
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4 CASE STUDY 5

3.3 Phrase Clustering
In this stage, the embedded phrases are clustered. The

previous study [15] used X-means clustering which is based
on the distance between each centroid and each data point.
However, Zhang et al. [28] showed that spectral cluster-
ing based on the pairwise similarity of data points provides
much more accurate synonym groups than X-means cluster-
ing. One limitation of spectral clustering is that the number
of clusters should be set manually. To solve this problem,
this study uses two types of clustering methods - HDBSCAN
and spectral clustering. The phrase vectors are used without
normalization. First, HDBSCAN, a density-based cluster-
ing method, is applied to the phrase vectors, and it automat-
ically determines the optimal number of clusters (K). Next,
spectral clustering is conducted for the same data with this
optimal K. In the result, two sets of clustering results are
obtained, and both are analyzed by cluster labeling and then
merged. In this way, the downside of HDBSCAN, exclusion
of outlier phrases, can be compensated by spectral clustering
that includes all items in the result. This study groups syn-
onym phrases in an automated way with high accuracy by
combining two clustering methods.

3.4 Cluster Labeling
The resulting clusters from the previous stage can be

labeled by analyzing items in each cluster. The previous
study [15] labeled a cluster by extracting its center word.
In this study, the cluster label was determined by counting
term frequencies in each cluster. Since all phrases are em-
bedded by Eq. 2, the phrase vectors close to each other share
the same word. As a result, most phrases in the same cluster
have a common word. Therefore, a word with the highest
frequency in a cluster would be a subject of that cluster. For
illustration, let us assume one of the clusters contains ‘screen
size’, ‘screen resolution’, ‘screen brightness’, and ‘screen ra-
tio’. The manual analysis will label this cluster as ‘screen’.
The frequencies of words are {screen: 4, size: 1, resolution:
1, brightness: 1, ratio: 1} and the word with the highest fre-
quency is ‘screen’ which is the cluster’s subject. This shows
that TF analysis can be an efficient method for identifying
each cluster’s topic. For TF analysis, phrases in the clus-
ter are broken down into words and the frequency of each
word is counted. Then, every cluster is labeled with the most
frequent word within it. At the end of this stage, pairs of a
subject label and related cue phrases are obtained

Since these cue phrases represent sub-features, product
designers can draw practical design implications by utilizing
them. For example, the designers can detect sentences men-
tioning specific sub-features. Then, they can analyze sen-
timents for those sub-features and determine which ones to
improve within a limited budget.

4 Case Study
4.1 Data Preprocessing

The proposed methodology aims to extract product sub-
features from online data. This paper selected smartphones

for the case study for two reasons. First, a smartphone is a
highly integrated electronic device, so most smartphone fea-
tures consist of multiple sub-features. Second, most people
in the US are familiar with product features with an 85%
penetration rate [29]. The methodology requires two types of
data: (i) online user-generated data; (ii) product manual doc-
uments. For (i), the smartphone review data was collected
from Amazon.com but the data source is not limited to the
online shopping websites. Other online platforms provid-
ing free-format text data can be used as the source of user-
generated data. For the collected data, the total number of
reviews is 25,340 for 58 products and the reviews are written
from May 2017 to July 2020. For the authenticity of the data,
only the reviews marked as ‘verified purchase’ by Amazon
were used. The review data contains 109,688 sentences and
18,419 unique words. Each review has 4 sentences with 43
words in average. The product manuals are documents dis-
tributed online by manufacturers. Specifically, manual doc-
uments for six different smartphones were used: Samsung
Galaxy fold, Galaxy S10, Apple iPhone, OnePlus 7T, Xi-
aomi Mi, ZTE Blade Z Max. The collected datasets were
cleaned and lemmatized using Spacy library in PYTHON.
In specific, special characters are removed, and all punctua-
tions are replaced with a period. Upper case letters are trans-
formed into lower cases, and all words are lemmatized. Stop-
words are not removed as it affects the phrase extraction to
be performed in the next stage.

4.2 Phrase Embedding
As mentioned in Section 3, phrase clustering consists of

word embedding, phrase extraction, and phrase clustering.
In the word embedding step, Gensim library in PYTHON
was used to conduct Word2Vec modeling. Regarding pa-
rameters, the same values as in the previous study [15] were
used. The dimension of the vector is 100, the number of win-
dows is 2, and the minimum word count is 8. After training,
Gensim returned a set of word vectors. For phrase extrac-
tion, Spacy library in PYTHON was used. Spacy provides
two different methods for phrase extraction - Noun chunk
and Textrank. Some of the phrases extracted from the two
methods were common, but there were also non-common
phrases. This study used both methods and combined the
results to increase the amount of extracted phrases. These
phrases were filtered by the following conditions: (i) The
frequency of a phrase in review data is greater than 4; (ii) At
least one word in a phrase should appear in product manu-
als; (iii) Both words are not noise terms. In this case study,
the predefined noise terms were [product, phone, samsung,
apple, google, iphone, galaxy, day, week, month, year, time,
-PRON-, -pron-]. As a result, 1,302 phrases were obtained.

The filtered phrases were embedded into a vector space
by Eq. 2. The equation is based on the assumption that words
that appear more frequently in product manuals are more
likely to be main features than words with lower frequencies.
To validate this assumption, the product manual document
was analyzed. Fig. 4a shows the analysis result for ‘battery
life’. In a smartphone manual, ‘battery’ appears 33 times
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4 CASE STUDY 6

(a) Context

(b) Word Hierarchy

Fig. 4: Product Manual Analysis

and ‘life’ appears 4 times. While ‘battery’ is used in sev-
eral feature contexts (battery charge, battery power, battery
life, battery usage, and battery percentage), ‘life’ is used in
only one feature context (battery life). These contexts imply
a hierarchy shown in Fig. 4b where ‘battery life’ is a sub-
feature of ‘battery’. Considering both frequency and hierar-
chy, we can conclude that the phrase ‘battery life’ belongs to
a main feature ‘battery’ which has a higher frequency than
‘life’. Therefore, Eq. 2 will assign a proper vector point
to each phrase. Fig. 5 shows the distribution of noun vec-
tors and phrase vectors using Principal Component Analy-
sis (PCA) [30]. 1,217 noun vectors from 25,340 reviews are
shown in Fig. 5a and 1,302 phrase vectors from the same data
are shown in Fig. 5b and 5c. The phrase vectors are scattered
while the noun vectors are concentrated in the center.

4.3 Phrase Clustering
The previous study [15] applied X-means clustering for

noun vectors. It was tested on the smartphone review data
using pyclustering library in PYTHON. In Fig. 5a, feature-

related clusters are marked in colors. As shown in the figure,
X-means clustering produced one big feature cluster on the
center and several small feature clusters around the edges.
The big cluster contains many noise words and the details
will be discussed in Section 5. The new methodology pre-
sented in this paper applied HDBSCAN and spectral cluster-
ing for phrase vectors. In the case study, hdbscan library in
PYTHON was used for HDBSCAN and scikit-learn library
in PYTHON was used for spectral clustering. First, HDB-
SCAN was applied to the phrase vectors and automatically
produced 72 clusters. Then, with K = 72, spectral cluster-
ing was conducted for the same phrase vectors. Fig. 5b and
Fig. 5c visualize the distribution of feature-related clusters
from HDBSCAN and spectral clustering respectively.

The clustering results can be evaluated by a numerical
index. Considering that the purpose of this study is to group
synonyms, the Davies-Bouldin (DB) index [31] would be
an appropriate criterion. The DB index measures the aver-
age similarity between each cluster and its most similar one.
Since it is desirable for the clusters to have the minimum
similarity to each other, the lower score represents the bet-
ter clustering. In the previous method with nouns, the DB
score of X-means clustering is 1.453. In the new method with
phrases, spectral clustering provides the DB score of 1.239,
and HDBSCAN results in 0.516. The proposed method pro-
vides better results in terms of feature clustering.

The results from HDBSCAN and spectral clustering
were not the same due to the difference in algorithms. Ta-
ble 1 shows the items in a certain cluster from two results.
The items are related to the security feature of the smart-
phone. Some items appear in both results but there are some
uncommon items that are marked in boldface. In specific, the
cluster from HDBSCAN contains phrases relevant to finger-
print and iris. The result of spectral clustering contains not
only those phrases but also phrases about face recognition.
These two clustering results were merged into one cluster to
enhance the diversity of cue phrases for each topic.

4.4 Cluster Labeling
The resulting clusters were analyzed by term frequency

(TF) [7] so that each cluster can be labeled by its topic. For

(a) Noun Only Clustering (b) Phrase Embedded Clustering (H) (c) Phrase Embedded Clustering (S)

Fig. 5: Vector Distributions
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4 CASE STUDY 7

Table 1: Clusters Related to The Security Feature

HDBSCAN finger scanner, finger reader, finger sensor, fingerprint reader, iris scanner, fingerprint sensor, finger print,
fingerprint scanner, fingerprint reading, fingerprint recognition, same finger

SPECTRAL finger scanner, finger reader, finger sensor, fingerprint reader, iris scanner, fingerprint sensor, finger print
fingerprint scanner, fingerprint reading, fingerprint recognition, same finger, face recognition,
facial recognition, have face

Table 2: Cluster Labels

HDBSCAN card, battery, sim, thing, screen, charge, call, purchase, back, condition, work, service, fingerprint, big,
finger, love, case, upgrade, picture, photo, review, issue, problem, store, new, unlock, feature, seller, el,
fast, item, one, note, well, use, mobile, small, first, network, power, size, la, cable, charger, right, certain,
price, box, button, high, scratch, return, device, speaker, camera, quality, good, experience, wireless,
option, model, version, memory, user, update, storage, display, different, carrier, mode, bottom, great

SPECTRAL use, different, big, mode, feature, call, charge, screen, problem, version, scratch, device, service, work,
update, size, picture, small, fingerprint, fast, review, quality, el, purchase, condition, battery, storage,
return, box, mobile, new, price, thing, network, note, camera, issue, well, charger, model, card, visible,
high, item, case, seller, good, first, one, carrier, great, support, original, other, speaker, wireless, user,
unlock, back, many, love, experience, power, store

Table 3: Phrase Clustering Result

Feature Sub-Feature Phrase
Screen screen display, screen size, inch display, screen resolution, screen brightness, screen sensitivity, screen ratio,

(61) lcd screen, oled screen, screen clarity, huge screen, large screen, big screen, whole screen, small screen,
screen edge, curved screen, flat screen, edge screen, infinity screen, screen protector, touch screen, etc.

Memory gb memory, storage capacity, internal memory, more memory, extra memory, expandable memory, gb ram,
(17) more storage, enough space, great storage, extra storage, internal storage, storage space, additional storage,

gb storage, more space, space grey
Camera front camera, selfie camera, rear camera, main camera, mp camera, camera lens, camera quality, camera app,

(57) camera function, camera software, camera upgrade, well camera, camera shutter, camera sound, camera
issue, good camera, decent camera, great camera, camera noise, fantastic camera, camera work, etc.

Battery battery capacity, mah battery, battery charge, battery life, battery percentage, battery saver, battery health,
(32) battery power, battery replacement, replaceable battery, removable battery, battery drain, low battery, large

battery, big battery, battery issue, battery level, battery performance, battery condition, battery quality, etc.
Security fingerprint reader, fingerprint sensor, fingerprint scanner, fingerprint reading, fingerprint recognition,

(14) finger print, finger scanner, finger reader, finger sensor, iris scanner, same finger, face recognition,
facial recognition, have face

Price price range, price difference, price tag, decent price, affordable price, awesome price, perfect price, cheap
(37) price, excellent price, half price, retail price, reasonable price, same price, amazing price, price drop, sale

price, nice price, fantastic price, discount price, fair price, extra money, great price, great value, pay plan, etc.

TF analysis, phrases in clusters were broke down into words
and the frequency of each word was counted. The word that
has the highest frequency within a cluster became the label
of that cluster. For example, in Table 1, the most frequent
word is ‘fingerprint’, so this cluster will be labeled as ‘finger-
print’ and it indicates that the cluster is related to the security
feature. Table 2 shows the labeling result for all 72 clusters

obtained in the previous section.
After labeling, important product features can be se-

lected by product designers or experts. In this study, impor-
tant features were defined as the features with high material
cost and those having a great influence on product dimen-
sions and appearance. Based on this definition, 11 clusters
were selected among 72 clusters from HDBSCAN cluster-
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5 RESULT & DISCUSSION 8

Table 4: Noun Clustering Result

Center Word Feature Nouns
Surface (1125) Screen surface, screen, brightness, resolution, sensitivity, ratio, clarity, contrast, inch, touchscreen,

space, rom, ram, selfie, megapixel, power, percentage, finger, print, sensor, budget, dollar,
metal, music, volume, ear, husband, birthday, vacation, trip, pocket, step, youtube, etc.

Speed (28) Memory storage, memory, processor, speed, performance, display, size, camera, photo, picture, pic,
video, fingerprint, face, recognition, price, value, money, feature, sound, speaker, quality,
color, shape, job, design, reception, build

Battery (1) Battery battery
Life (3) Battery life, health, capacity

Table 5: Evaluation Rubric

Accuracy Does the result contain noise words?
Do phrases in a cluster represent the same feature?

Level How many sub-features can be identified?

ing. Likewise, among 72 clusters from spectral clustering,
7 clusters were selected. The selected labels are marked in
boldface in Table 2. Each label is assigned to one of 6 fea-
ture categories: screen, memory, camera, battery, security,
and price. For the HDBSCAN clustering result, assignments
are { screen: [screen, display], memory: [memory, storage],
camera: [camera, picture, photo], battery: [battery], secu-
rity: [fingerprint, finger], price: [price] }. For the spectral
clustering result, assignments are { screen: [screen], mem-
ory: [storage], camera: [camera, picture], battery: [battery],
security: [fingerprint], price: [price] }.

5 Result & Discussion
At the end of the process, the methodology provides

pairs of feature topics and cue phrases. Table 3 shows the
selected 6 feature topics and associated cue phrases. Some
of the other clusters are presented in the appendix. In Ta-
ble 3, the number in parentheses means the number of ex-
tracted phrases for each topic. The results can be evaluated
in two aspects shown in Table 5: (i) accuracy; (ii) the level
of extracted features.

Regarding accuracy, the previous method has downsides
due to a large portion of noise included in the clustering pro-
cess. Table 4 shows the noun clustering result for the smart-
phone review data. One distinctive feature of the result is
that most data points are gathered in one cluster. This is be-
cause the noun vectors have a dense distribution in the center
as shown in Fig. 5a, which forms one big cluster with X-
means clustering [32]. In Table 4, the first row is that big
cluster. Its center word is ‘surface’ and this word is related
to the screen feature. However, the cluster contains many
noise words such as metal, husband, birthday, vacation, and
trip, which reduces the accuracy of the cluster. There is an-
other case that compromises the accuracy of clustering re-
sults. The second row of Table 4 shows the cluster with the

center word ‘speed’. It represents the memory feature but
words relevant to different features are mixed in this cluster.
It contains ‘display’ which is a term for the screen feature
and ‘camera, photo, picture’ which are related to the camera
feature. Words for the security feature (fingerprint, face, and
recognition) and price feature (price, value, and money) are
also included in the same cluster. The first cluster also has
the mixed feature problem in addition to the noise word prob-
lem. On the other hand, the proposed methodology removes
a significant amount of noise before clustering, enhancing
the accuracy of feature extraction. In Table 3, different fea-
ture categories are divided into separate clusters.

The second criterion is the level of extracted features.
The previous method obtains limited cue phrases since it
considers nouns only. The new methodology expands the
range of extracted terms by considering non-noun phrases as
well as noun phrases. The results in Table 3 and Table 4 show
that phrase clustering extracts more specific feature terms
than noun clustering. For the memory feature, the extracted
terms from noun clustering are ‘storage’ and ‘memory’. Al-
though these words refer to the memory feature, they cannot
distinguish between sub-features of memory. On the other
hand, the new methodology can divide sub-features of mem-
ory by extracting phrases such as ‘GB RAM’, ‘internal mem-
ory’, and ‘extra storage’. Even when comparing the total
extracted feature terms aside from the clustering results, the
new methodology detects more diverse sub-features than the
previous method. For the camera feature, the new method-
ology extracts phrases for the front camera, rear camera,
megapixel, and camera functions while the previous method
has nouns for the front camera and megapixel. About the
security feature, the new method can distinguish fingerprint,
face, and iris whereas the previous method detects two of
them. These results show that the proposed methodology
enhances the level of extracted features so that it can give
practical implications for product design.

In addition to the qualitative analysis, the results were
evaluated by quantitative analysis. In the field of NLP, many
studies use precision (P ), recall (R), and F1 as evaluation
indicators [33]. The definition is shown in Eq. 3 where tp
means true positive which is predicted as positive and is ac-
tually positive. fp represents false positive that is predicted
as positive but is actually negative. fn means false negative
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6 CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORKS 9

Table 6: Result Comparison

Precision Recall F1 Sub-feature
Feature

New Prev New Prev New Prev New Prev
Screen 0.967 0.020 0.855 0.100 0.908 0.038 8 8
Memory 0.941 0.071 0.727 0.333 0.821 0.118 3 0
Camera 0.807 - 0.885 0.000 0.844 - 5 0
Battery 0.875 1.000 1.000 0.500 0.933 0.667 3 2
Security 0.929 - 0.765 0.000 0.839 - 3 0
Price 0.811 - 0.811 0.000 0.811 - 0 0

* Clusters for camera, security, and price were not obtained from the previous methodology.

which is predicted as negative but is actually positive.

P =
tp

tp+ fp
R =

tp

tp+ fn

F1 =
2

(1/P ) + (1/R)

(3)

Since Table 3 and 4 were obtained from unsupervised learn-
ing, the result was evaluated by a manual process. All items
in the tables were classified as one or more of three categories
(tp, fp, fn). The category was determined by a domain ex-
pert with 10 years of work experience in the smartphone in-
dustry. For example, in the ‘Memory’ cluster of Table 4,
‘storage’ is a correct keyword for the memory feature, so the
expert classified it as tp. The cluster contains ‘fingerprint”
which is related to the security feature. Therefore, the ex-
pert classified ‘fingerprint’ as fp. ‘ram’ is a keyword for the
memory feature, but it belongs to the ‘Screen’ cluster. In
other words, ‘ram’ is predicted to be unrelated to memory
when it is actually related to the memory feature. Therefore,
the expert classified ‘ram’ as fn. Based on this classification,
three evaluation indicators were computed. Precision calcu-
lates the ratio of correct keywords to all keywords within a
cluster. Recall computes the proportion of correctly detected
keywords among all keywords related to a feature. F1 mea-
sures the harmonic mean of precision and recall. Table 6
compares these three indicators of the two methodologies. In
the previous method, precision and F1 cannot be computed
for some features because the clusters corresponding to those
features were not obtained. Aside from that, for almost all
features, the new methodology provides higher precision and
recall rates. Regarding F1 measure, the new method outper-
forms the previous one for all features. The diversity in the
result was evaluated by counting the number of detected sub-
features. Table 6 shows that phrase clustering extracts more
sub-features than noun clustering. This evaluation shows that
the proposed method improves the performance of feature
extraction in terms of accuracy and diversity.

6 Conclusion & Future Works
This paper focuses on the gap between research and in-

dustry in the product design area. As mentioned in Section 1,

a product is manufactured by configuring multiple compo-
nents. However, studies about customer analysis using on-
line data have been focusing on feature categories rather than
product components. The implications for feature categories
may help product designers set a design strategy or direction,
but they are not specific enough to be used in embodiment
design. To address this limitation, this paper proposes a new
methodology that extracts component-level features from on-
line user-generated data. First, the proposed methodology
collects phrases in online data and models them into a vector
space. Then, these phrase vectors are grouped into several
clusters by two clustering methods. The resulting clusters
are labeled by TF analysis of items in each cluster. Finally,
by selecting cluster labels of interest, product designers can
obtain sub-feature phrases mentioned by online customers.

The suggested methodology was tested on smartphone
reviews and compared with the previous methodology. The
qualitative evaluation shows that the proposed method ad-
dresses shortcomings of the previous one. The new method
removes noise words from the feature clusters, and it di-
vides different feature categories into separate clusters while
the previous method merged some features into one cluster.
Also, the new method enhances the diversity of extracted
sub-features. In the quantitative analysis, evaluation indica-
tors including precision, recall, and F1 score show the im-
proved performance of the proposed methodology. Regard-
ing phrase embedding, there is another approach that can be
considered for this topic. Wu et al. [34] train phrase vec-
tors using Skip-Gram in Fig. 1b, the most classic Word2vec
model. The authors evaluate the performance of Phrase2vec,
but the application of the method is not presented in their
paper. The Phrase2vec model can be tested for sub-feature
extraction in the extended work of this study.

For future works, we will conduct customer analysis to
draw implications for embodiment design. First, a keyword
dictionary for sub-features will be created based on the result
of this study. The dictionary will define cue phrases for each
sub-feature. An example is {Screen size: [screen size, inch,
large screen, small screen], Screen technology: [screen tech-
nology, lcd screen, oled screen], Security fingerprint: [fin-
gerprint reader, fingerprint sensor, finger scanner], Security
face: [face recognition, facial recognition], Security iris: [iris
scanner]}. The online customer reviews will be analyzed
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based on the dictionary. This will detect the reviews con-
taining target sub-features. Once the reviews are detected,
customer preferences for the sub-feature can be analyzed.
Chaklader & Parkinson [35] proposed a method using cus-
tomer ratings. They draw proper spec ranges by comparing
the overall rating to the average rating of reviews mentioning
the target feature. Sentiment analysis can also be used for
extracting customer preferences [14, 15].

The customer analysis based on sub-features will give
design implications for embodiment design. It can analyze
the importance of each sub-feature or customers’ preferences
for spec ranges. This will help companies make better de-
cisions about product configuration by providing component
priorities. Also, it can help product designers find a better de-
sign by adding new constraints - recommended spec ranges
- in a design optimization problem.
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A Appendix: Phrase Clustering Result
Among 72 clusters, 6 clusters are presented in Table 3. From

the remaining 66 clusters, 10 clusters are selected and presented.
They include both feature-related clusters and non-feature-related
clusters. The first column shows the cluster label which is automat-
ically determined by the proposed methodology.The second column
shows the phrases in the cluster.

Table 7: Phrase Clustering Result

Label Phrase

Charge charge port, full charge, charge cable, charge cord,
charge plug, quick charge, wireless charge, etc.

Call voice call, wifi call, video call, miss call, drop call,
incoming call, call volume

Cable lightning cable, generic cable, usb cable, usb cord,
charging cable, c cable, c port, usb adopter, etc.

Speaker loud speaker, ear speaker, stereo speaker,
internal speaker, external speaker

Button home button, power button, volume button,
side button, bixby button

Network cdma network, gsm network, wireless network,
cellular network, mobile network, etc.

Service customer service, call service, service provider,
verizon service, att service, sprint service, etc.

Box amazon box, verizon box, white box, generic box,
seal box, plain box, cardboard box, etc.

Scratch visible scratch, physical damage, minor scratch,
scratch crack, scratch dent, noticeable scratch, etc.

Return return process, return label, return shipping,
return request, return date, return policy, etc.
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